Unisex Vintage Washed Distressed Baseball-Cap Twill Adjustable
Dad-Hat Review-2021

fabric
Buckle closure
[THE HAT]---Vintage Washed Style.Lightweight / Durable / Smooth.Adjustable Metal Buckle Back
Closure, Great Fit for Most Head Sizes.Dad Hat, Low Profile Unconstructed.Various Colors To
Choose From. t height: 12cm (4.72 inches). One size fits for most people.
[ADJUSTABLE BUCKLE CLOSURE]---one Size Fits Most, Comfortable Everyday Fit. Use the
convenient metal closure to custom fit the baseball cap to your head and ensure maximum comfort
and a secure fit at all times. The unisex design makes it suitably perfect for both men and women.
[AN ELEVATED TAKE]---pre-curved visor. 6 Panel Structure. 6 Embroidered Eyelets. A new
elevated take on the classic baseball cap. Premium materials, a hint of stretch, and a soft feel bring
both luxury and comfort to your day.
[STAY SAFE UNDER THE SUMMER SUN]---stop risking your health and safety by walking
outdoors without adequate sun protection. Protect your skin from harmful UV rays and keep your
hair out of your face and eyes by wearing this comfortable baseball cap during all your outdoor
activities. Made of breathable, it is the perfect companion for your active lifestyle.
[HASSLE FREE]---If you are not satisfied with our Baseball Cap, we are pleased to offer free return
with no question asked!Soft, lightweight, durable, breathable and comfortable There are 7 colors for
you to choose: Navy, Burgundy, Black, Gray, Yellow, Army Green and Khaki This unisex baseball
cap is suitable for men or women, so you donâ€™t need to worry about the differences of style
between men and women This cap is also washable and quickly dry. It is so durable that will not
lose it shape This kind of baseball hat has a good absorbent function, and its mesh design can
increase the permeability of the hat This cool baseball cap is also a nice present for your family,
friends and lovers
Vintage and Washed style
Unisex baseball hats for men,women, boys and girls.
Baseball Cap Size
Ball Cap Circumstance: 54-60cm/21.7-23.6"(Adjustable ); Brim Width: 7cm/2.8", The height of cap:
16cm/6.3"
Sweat Absorption and Flash Drying With Eyelets
You will love the material and it's great for running without making your hair sweaty. Been wearing it
on little excursions here and there and you will love how it has a sweat band-type lining to stop the
sweat from dripping in your eyes. Trust our material and product. Compared to other hats, they don't
make your head too hot. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy,
picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

